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RMPH Newsletter 

 

The last day of the 7th edition of RMPH started with the contestants’ visit to the House of Parliament 

in Bucharest. Also, they did a bit of sightseeing around the city and most impressions were 

appreciative of the architecture:  ”I like the fact that you could blend the modern architecture with 

the old one in such a nice way, also I like that the Old City feels so alive”, said one of the Russians. 

Before the award ceremony, Adam Warnerbring from the Swedish delegation gave us a short 

interview saying: “The contest was interesting because it combined theoretical with practical tasks. 

Also, I will go to university next year and I hope this experience will help me, because it is my first 

year here and I regret that I can’t come back next year.” 

 

Professor Sebastian Popescu, PhD, Dean of the Faculty of Physics, University of Iasi, started the 

closing ceremony with a speech saying: “I hope all participants have enjoyed this rewarding 

experience and met new people, as I also believe that RMPH isn’t just an exceptional competition of 

physics, but also a multicultural environment in which foreign students get to know people with 

similar interests as theirs.”. Afterwards, the contestants were given the long awaited results. Talking 

to Marin Andrei, one of the Romanian contestants and student at the Tudor Vianu National College 

of Computer Science, he said that this competition was also a great way to promote science to 

highschoolers from abroad. 

 
At the end of the day, all participants were feeling great for having taken part in the 7th edition of the 
Romanian Masters of Physics, held at Tudor Vianu National College of Computer Science, declared by 
everyone “a great success”.  
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